
INSTALLATION, WARRANTY AND CLEANING 
STANDARD, PREMIUM & DELUXE AUTOFLOORGUARD’S 

INSTALLATION 

Take product out of box and layout on surface that is being covered. Make sure same area is clear of debris or items that could cause indentations or possible 
tears in fabric. Unfold product completely (watch installation video) and either put in sun (if conditions allow) to relax fabric that has been rolled up. If not 
possible then please understand that wrinkles will not relax until liquid has filled up mat or you have weather sufficient to do that. Regarding what side is Up and 
Down. It is recommended that seam side is down which provides a cleaner look. This may or may not match with AutoFloorGuard logo. Mat can be used on either 
side however. 

AFG WARRANTY 

AutoFloorGuard warrants your AutoFloorGuard (AFG) to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase, 
subject to the following conditions and limitations: 

CONDITIONS: 

Warranty period is determined by date of purchase direct from AFG or from authorized resellers of AutoFloorGuard. (Please keep original purchase receipt). 
Limitations: This warranty does not cover the following: 

 Improper installation of AFG. (Didn’t follow instructions) 
 Slight size variations in finished product compared to custom or stated size on web and product box due to heat-sealing of edges 
 Custom AFG’s corners may not be fully sealed since foam edge is so large. (Install seam side down) 
 AFG is not responsible for damage from acts of nature 
 Placement of the AFG on any surface that is not smooth and flat 
 Use with snow chains or studded snow tires 
 Burns caused by hot objects or open flames. (See Warning below) 
 Punctures caused by rocks and other sharp objects. (Like shovels and rakes) 
 Use of solvents, chemicals and abrasive detergents to clean the AFG. (Example is bleach) 
 Normal wear and tear. 
 Discoloration of the vinyl sheeting that may occur over time from direct or indirect light 
 Tire impressions made on the vinyl sheeting, which is considered normal 
 Hot Tire marks/sticking on Mat. This is caused by driving on AFG while tires are hot from the road. Can cause mat to bunch up while backing 

up. Solution: cool tires prior to pulling in on, pull slightly ahead before backing up to free sticky tires. 

WARRANTY FOR STANDARD, PREMIUM & DELUXE AFG 

Should a defect occur, contact AutoFloorGuard to request a Return Authorization Number. No returns will be accepted without a Return Authorization Number. 
It is the responsibility of the customer to pay for all shipping costs including insurance. Upon receipt of the returned part(s), AutoFloorGuard will either repair or 
replace the defective part(s) as it deems necessary. See website for more details. 

WARRANTY FOR CUSTOM AFG 

Should a manufacturing defect be found in the first 90 days, contact AutoFloorGuard to discuss issue and see how it can be resolved. No refunds will be accepted 
for any custom AFG units. 

CAUTION: 

The AFG mat is SLIPPERY WHEN WET! Use caution when walking or driving on AFG mat. Removal of fluids and debris is recommended daily. Also be careful not 
to on turn wheels while on mat as this could cause damage. Also be aware that too much water and below freezing temperatures could result in ice forming 
around tires and cause the fabric to tear. Warning: FLAMMABLE, if exposed to open flames. Do not smoke or use open flame devices (including grills, fire pits, 
deep fryers, smokers or lanterns) on or around the AFG mat. Do not store flammable liquids (gasoline, kerosene, propane etc.) on or around the AFG mat. 

CLEANING AND CARE: 

A cleaner surface helps maintain longer life for AFG. Clean mat weekly (during season) with a soft bristle broom, mop, or squeegee. We recommend keeping AFG 
end close to the garage threshold and hosing the AFG with a mild kitchen detergent to remove dirt and debris. If mat is soiled with oil or other chemicals please 
use proper disposal, (check with your local government on disposal requirements). 
 

Questions: Please contact AutoFloorGuard directly at sales@AutoFloorGuard.com 
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WE CATCH IT ALL


